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Issue: Local News 

 

LAKELAND NEWS (30min.) (Local production) 

Weekly, Monday – Friday at 10pm, repeats Tuesday – Saturday at 5:00, 5:30 & 6:30am. 

Lakeland News fills the void for local News in northern and central Minnesota. The program 

covers the activities, events and people of Lakeland PTV’s viewing area. Lakeland News also 

covers the weather and sports events of the area. 

 

Issue: Health, Healthcare and Welfare 

 

CLASSICAL STRETCH (30min.) 

Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays at 12:00pm 

Program promoting physical fitness and wellbeing through stretching. 

 

Yoga in Practice (30 min) Mondays at 11:30am 

Yoga is the art and science of aligning the mind, body and spirit to live a richer and more 

authentic life. It promotes increased awareness, strength and flexibility while reducing stress and 

anxiety.Yoga may also decrease pain related to common problems such as lower back, hip or 

shoulder injuries. YOGA IN PRACTICE is a new 13-part series led by master instructor Stacey 

Millner-Collins of Columbia, South Carolina, who first began the practice in 1994 as a way to 

unite a dedicated physical discipline with a spiritual one. The series is designed to teach the 

foundations of yoga to the at-home student, and to encourage a daily yoga practice that is more 

than simply physical exercise. Each episode focuses on a universal theme, such as "courage" or 

"the art of slowing down," and includes basic meditation and breathing techniques, further 

reducing the stress and anxiety associated with modern life. 

 

Plan to Survive: Coping with a Breast Cancer Diagnosis (30 min program) 7/22 @ 4:30pm 

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women. Meet hair dresser Merry Lunsford, a single 

mother of four who was recently diagnosed with breast cancer, and learn how she makes the 

many difficult decisions for her plan to survive. 

 

Journey Ahead: End of Life (30 min) 8/12 at 4:30pm. 

Courageous people share their personal stories of end-of-life decisions, hospice care, and how to 

navigate The Journey Ahead. A 17-year-old's organ donation wishes are honored, and five lives 

are saved. Meet the doctors, nurses, social workers, and clergy helping people move forward. 

 

TOO SOON TO FORGET: THE JOURNEY OF YOUNGER ONSET ALZHEIMER'S 

DISEASE (60 min) 8/16/18 at 8pm. 

Most people think Alzheimer's is a disease that only affects older adults, but that's not always 

true. When this disease strikes before the age of 65, it's considered 'younger onset' Alzheimer's. 



Today, more than 250,000 individuals in the United States are living with Younger Onset 

Alzheimer's disease. The harsh reality is that living with Younger Onset Alzheimer's can be a 

lonely and isolating experience and although there are many resources available for those with 

Alzheimer's, very little information is available for those affected by this form of the disease. 

Hosted by Dan Gasby and his wife B. Smith, a former supermodel, celebrity chef and lifestyle 

maven who was diagnosed with younger onset Alzheimer's at the age of 62, TOO SOON TO 

FORGET: THE JOURNEY OF YOUNGER ONSET ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE takes an in-

depth look at the particulars of this disease, and provides information to help understand and 

educate viewers about the effects and its impact. The hour-long documentary features nine 

families from a variety of backgrounds who share their stories and common experiences, from 

loneliness and isolation, to the adjustments,and finally, to the healing power of community. 

 

 

Issue: Minnesota politics and legislature 
 

ALMANAC (60min.) 

Weekly, Fridays at 7pm, repeats Saturdays at 5pm 

A Minnesota focused public affairs program 

 

Capitol Report (30 min) Sundays at 10am  

Join Shannon Loehrke for Capitol Report, a weekly public affairs program featuring state policy 

makers’ perspectives on pressing state issues. 

 

Issue: Minnesota and regional interests, living, and history 

 

Insight (8 x 30 min) Fridays at 8pm beginning 9/7/18. 

Insight, a co-production of mOppenheim.TV and Lakeland Public Television, is a series 

dedicated to strengthening nonprofits by drawing attention to leading nonprofit organizations, 

sharing lessons learned, and by engaging citizens in the sector's continued success and growth. 

 

Common Ground –  30 min. – Premieres Thursdays 7:00pm.   

Common Ground explores the unique people, places, and events that surround us here in North 

Central Minnesota.  Each week, we will take viewers on a journey of exploration into the diverse 

art, cultures, and history that help to shape and define our communities.  

 

Lakeland Currents – 30 min. – Fridays at 8pm. 

Conversation with local leaders, citizens, and experts about the issues and events that affect 

Central and Northern Minnesota.   

 

Backroads – 30 minute episodes Thursdays at 7:30pm. 

A live music program featuring local musicians from across north central Minnesota on 

Lakeland Public Television.   

 



Issue: National government and politics 

 

PBS Newshour (60 min. newscast, Weekdays @ 6pm.) 

The PBS NewsHour continues to provide in-depth analysis of current events with a news 

summary, live interviews and discussions of domestic and international issues. 

 

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND, 30 min. 

Saturdays & Sundays at 6pm. 

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND features a summary of the day's national and international news, 

using renowned experts to offer analysis. Each weekend broadcast will contain original, in-depth 

field reporting on topics including education, healthcare, the economy, energy, science and 

technology, religion, finance and the arts. Hari Sreenivasan anchors. 

 

Washington Week, 30min. 

Weekly, Fridays at 9:30pm 

WASHINGTON WEEK, PBS's longest-running public affairs series, features Washington's top 

journalists analyzing the week's top news stories and their effect on the lives of all Americans. 

 

Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (30 min weekly series) Fridays at 9pm 

Join author, activist and political commentator Margaret Hoover for a public affairs talk show 

that delivers a civil and engaging contest of ideas among the brightest minds and freshest voices 

from across the political spectrum. 

 

The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower (9 x 30 min) Sundays @ 4pm beginning 7/22/18. 

THE WHOLE TRUTH is neither a traditional one-on-one interview show nor a conventional 

round-table program. It's a six-part series that aims to uncover the reality behind today's toughest 

issues, leaving the partisan noise-making out of the equation. Hosted by David Eisenhower - 

noted historian and author, professor at the Annenberg School of Communications at the 

University of Pennsylvania, and grandson and namesake of President Dwight D. Eisenhower - 

the series tackles some of the weightiest public affairs topics of our time, with a focus that's 

global and long-term in scope. Eisenhower's approach to political debate is rigorous, intense and 

insightful. Each half-hour episode features a different panel of guests presenting varying points 

of view to help viewers understand all sides of the issue. The format of the show is a three-step 

that includes an introduction to the topic or "the case," cross-examination and oral arguments, 

and a summary of "the whole truth." 

 

Frontline #3608 (60 min) 8/28/18 at 9pm. 

Sen. John McCain, a towering figure in American politics, has died at age 81 following a battle 

with brain cancer. Look back at McCain's life and legacy, from his years as a POW in Vietnam 

to his dramatic 2017 vote against the GOP's health care bill. 

 

 

 

 



Issue: World News & Events 

 

BBC World News America (series, 30 min) Weekdays at 5:30pm 

BBC WORLD NEWS AMERICA delivers coverage and analysis of international events and 

issues with a fresh perspective, connecting the dots between the United States and the world. 

Matt Frei and Katty Kay serve as series anchors. 

 

BBC World News (series, 30 min) Weekdays at 10:30pm 

BBC WORLD NEWS: The latest global news from the world's largest news broadcaster. The 

newscasts contain all the most up-to-date news, interviews, analysis, business reports and world 

sports news. 

 

This is America & the World – Weekly series, 30 minutes – Wednesdays at 11:30pm 

beginning 3/8/17. 

THIS IS AMERICA is entirely devoted to international content with personal conversations, 

roundtable discussions, and on-location mini documentaries with world leaders, newsmakers, 

and extraordinary individuals in the United States and around the world. The 1600 season is 

entirely devoted to international content. Interviews will include foreign ambassadors and world 

leaders as well as authors and journalists writing about foreign affairs. Episodes will include 

travel programs focused on South America, Africa and Europe. 

 

Amanpour on PBS – (30 min, series) Fridays at 11;30pm. 

This series, led by award-winning CNN Chief International Correspondent Christiane 

Amanpour, features conversations with global leaders and decision makers on the issues 

affecting the world today. 

RICK STEVES SPECIAL: THE STORY OF FASCISM IN EUROPE (60 min) 9/15/18 at 

7pm. 

In this one-hour special, Rick Steves travels back a century to learn how fascism rose and then 

fell in Europe - taking millions of people with it. He traces fascism's history from its roots in the 

turbulent aftermath of World War I, when masses of angry people rose up, to the rise of 

charismatic leaders who manipulated that anger, and the totalitarian societies they built. In 

addition, Rick chronicles the brutal measures the leaders used to enforce their ideologies, and 

discusses the horrific consequences of genocide and total war. And yet despite all this, 

inspiration can be found by those who resisted. Along the way, Rick visits poignant sights 

throughout Europe relating to fascism, and talks with Europeans whose families lived through 

those times. The goal of the RICK STEVES SPECIAL: THE STORY OF FASCISM IN 

EUROPE is to learn from the hard lessons of 20th-century Europe, and to recognize that 

ideology in the 21st century. 

Sweden: Lessons for America? (60 min) 9/24/18 at 9pm. 

It's been suggested that Americans would be better off if the United States was more like 

Sweden. Do Swedes know something we don't? Join Swedish native and scholar Johan Norberg 

as he explores his homeland's economic and social landscape in Sweden: Lessons for America? 

A Personal Exploration by Johan Norberg. The lessons to be learned from Sweden may not be 

the ones you expect. 

 



Amanpour and Company (60 min) 9/10/18 at 9pm. 

Christiane Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth conversations with global thought leaders and 

cultural influencers on the issues and trends impacting the world each day, from politics, 

business and technology to arts, science and sports. 

 

Issue: War, Veterans, National Security 

 

POLYTRAUMA REHAB IN THE VA: COMPASSIONATE CARE (60 min) 8/23/18 at 

8pm. 

POLYTRAUMA REHAB IN THE VA: COMPASSIONATE CARE is an hour-long 

documentary that gives unprecedented access to the medical staff and their patients - veteran and 

active service members with both combat and civilian-related traumatic brain injury and 

polytrauma - at the Hunter Holmes McGuire Veterans Administration Medical Center in 

Richmond, Virginia. Named in honor of Hunter Holmes McGuire, M.D., the personal physician 

to Confederate Major General Stonewall Jackson during the Civil War, the facility was created 

in the late 19th century and became the first Veteran Administration hospital to offer heart 

transplant surgery in the 1970s. The hospital's polytrauma center is one of only five in the 

country that provides physical recovery and rehabilitation, plus services for physical, mental, 

emotional and spiritual well-being. Each treatment is tailored around the individual patient, to 

make it as purposeful and beneficial as possible. In POLYTRAUMA REHAB IN THE VA, 

viewers are introduced to several employees of the medical center, including Dr. Ajit Pai, who 

was named to lead the polytrauma unit at the age of 29. He is dedicated to his patients and is 

known for advocating new medical techniques, while also weighing heavily the patient's 

requests. His philosophy is that patients know their bodies better than anyone, so why not listen 

to them and involve them in the healing and rehabilitation process? In addition, the film also 

provides an in-depth view of what goes on within the walls of the hospital, and offers the 

perspective of doctors, medical staff, and family members, along with personal stories of the 

patients themselves. POLYTRAUMA REHAB IN THE VA: COMPASSIONATE CARE 

captures the bond that staff and patients form, which fosters not only physical healing, but 

emotional recovery. 

 

SURVIVORS OF MALMEDY: DECEMBER 1944 (60 min) 7/9/18 at 9pm. 

Narrated by actor Jason Beghe of NBC's Chicago P.D.,SURVIVORS OF MALMEDY: 

DECEMBER 1944 tells the story of the World War II massacre of 84 American soldiers in 

Belgium during the opening days of the famous "Battle of the Bulge." On December 17, 1944, 

after a short battle, more than 130 American GIs were taken prisoner just outside the Belgian 

town of Malmedy and herded into a field by an infamous German SS division led by one of the 

Nazi's most brutal commanders. The unarmed American prisoners were gunned down. Those 

still alive after the initial shooting in the brutal cold were killed by SS soldiers ordered into the 

field to execute any Americans still breathing. Some American soldiers played dead. Some ran. 

Some escaped to nearby houses. In the end, more than 50 Americans did escape the infamous 

Malmedy Massacre. Today, just a handful remain. Weaving interviews with the few remaining 

survivors of the massacre with archival footage, and drone video shot in the Malmedy area and 

in the field where the infamous event occurred, the emotional and powerful SURVIVORS OF 



MALMEDY chronicles what became known as the largest single mass murder of American 

troops in World War II. 

 

Minnesota Remembers Vietnam: Perspectives (60 min) 8/25/18 at 9pm. 

Stories originating in places like Willmar, Bemidji, St. Paul, Fort Campbell, and South Vietnam 

provide personal perspectives of what the war in Vietnam was like for the teens and young adults 

who experienced it. 

 

 

Issue: Economy and Business 

 

BBC WORLD NEWS (30min.)  

Weekday afternoon at 5:30pm, weekday evenings at 10:30 pm  

BBC WORLD NEWS: The latest global news from the world's largest news broadcaster. The 

newscasts contain all the most up-to-date news, interviews, analysis, business reports and world 

sports news. 

 

Series Title:    Nightly Business Report 

Length:          30 

Airdate:         Weeknights at 23:00. 

"Nightly Business Report" combines fast-breaking business and economic news, extensive 

financial market coverage, in-depth analysis,corporate profiles, features and commentaries by 

noted economists and business experts. Veteran business journalists Paul Kangas, from NBR's 

production headquarters in Miami, and Susie Gharib, from the heart of the financial district -- the 

New York Stock Exchange -- co-anchor. 

 

Wealthtrack with Consuelo Mack – (30 min) – Fridays at 9:30pm 

Consuelo Mack WealthTrack is a weekly half hour series devoted to providing trustworthy, 

understandable advice about how to build and protect wealth over the long-term. One of the most 

experienced business journalists in television, Consuelo Mack consistently attracts experts at the 

highest levels, bringing the best minds in the business to explore building and protecting long-

term wealth. Wide-ranging topics -- including green investing, alternative energy, and insurance 

-- cover all the investments viewers care about: stocks,bonds real estate, art and collectibles. 

Every episode ends with a personal finance Action Point to help viewers manage their financial 

lives. 

 

Frontline #3616 “Left Behind America” (60 min) 9/11/18 at 9pm. 

Intimate stories of one Rust Belt city's struggle to recover in the post-recession economy. 

FRONTLINE and ProPublica report on the economic and social forces shaping Dayton, Ohio, a 

once-booming city where nearly 35 percent now live in poverty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Issue: Minorities/Civil Rights 

 

Trust Docs (11 x 30 min) Sundays @ 4:30pm beginning 8/19/18. 

TRUST DOCS, which is in partnership with the Thomson Reuters Foundation, takes viewers 

around the globe to explore under-reported stories about critical social issues through personal 

stories from individuals. This magazine series utilizes short documentaries to translate headlines 

into human experiences and covers a range of issues including the effects of war, the fight for 

refugee rights, struggles to adjust to climate change, housing and land rights, global mental 

health, changing gender identities and more. 

 

No Passport Required (6 x 60 min) Tuesdays at 8pm beginning 7/10/18. 

Join Chef Marcus Samuelsson on an inspiring journey across the U.S. to explore and celebrate 

the wide-ranging diversity of immigrant traditions and cuisine woven into American food and 

culture. 

 

POWER TO HEAL: MEDICARE AND THE CIVIL RIGHTS REVOLUTION (60 min) 

7/23/18 at 9pm. 

POWER TO HEAL: MEDICARE AND THE CIVIL RIGHTS REVOLUTION is an hour-long 

documentary chronicling the historic struggle to secure equal and adequate access to healthcare 

for all Americans. Central to the story is the tale of how a new national program, Medicare, was 

used to mount a dramatic, coordinated effort that racially desegregated thousands of hospitals 

across the country, all in a matter of months in 1966. Using the carrot of Medicare dollars, the 

federal government virtually ended the practice of segregating patients, doctors, medical staffs, 

blood supplies and linens. As one of the least known chapters of the civil rights movement, 

POWER TO HEAL examines how its leaders and grass-roots volunteers pressed and worked 

with the federal government to achieve justice and fairness for African Americans. 

 

Frontine #3701 “Separated: Children at the Border” (60 min) 7/31/18 at 9pm 

The inside story of what happened to immigrant children separated from their parents at the 

border. The film explores the impact of the Trump administration's "zero tolerance" policy, and 

how both Trump and Obama dealt with minors at the border. 

 

 

 

Issue: Women’s Issues 

 

“To the Contrary” 30 minute weekly series  

Mondays at 5:30am. 

This weekly news analysis program is the only woman-centered national news/talk show on 

television. Dedicated to the premise that women of all ethnic backgrounds and political 

persuasions are an important part of the national dialogues, the series provides a platform for the 

multifaceted views of involved, informed women journalists and commentators. Topics range 

from women's health to family issues to women in the workplace, the environment, women in 

finance and education. 

 

 



Double Take: The Art of Elizabeth King (60 min) 9/20/18 at 8pm. 

Double Take: The Art of Elizabeth King illuminates the aesthetic and engineering questions 

sculptor Elizabeth King puzzles over with an acute sensitivity to both life, and the life-like. She 

has created her own genre at the intersection of the classical and automata. An accomplished 

artist with an eye for the intimate meaning of gesture, King obsessively manipulates her 

materials to produce pieces that both approximate and challenge the viewer. Newly retired from 

40 years of teaching, King is more than ever able to focus on her work, and examine her motives 

and making. With major solo shows driving her,King seems poised to get her due. In studio 

visits, conversations with peers and art world figures, Double Take: The Art of Elizabeth King 

invites the viewer to consider what looking and seeing one another means in our increasingly 

visual world. 

 

 

Issue: Religion 

 

Category:        Religion/Ethics 

NOLA:            MLNH  012312 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         7/17/2018 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:07:10 

 

One of the most recognized faces of the American Catholic Church was removed from the public 

ministry last month, making Cardinal Theodore McCarrick the highest ranking Catholic official 

in the nation to be removed for sexual abuse of a minor. Now the New York Times reports that 

McCarrick touched young adult seminarians. John Yang learns more Rev. James Martin of 

America magazine. 

 

Category:        Religion/Ethics 

NOLA:            MLNH  012335 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         8/17/2018 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:08:14 

 

A Pennsylvania grand jury report this week revealed disturbing new details about widespread 

child sex abuse in the Catholic Church. Of the six dioceses under investigation, only Erie's 

Bishop Lawrence Persico testified in person. He talks to Judy Woodruff about the church’s 

“failure of leadership,” removing the statute of limitations for victims and whether his faith 

should reconsider celibacy. 

 

 



 

Category:        Religion/Ethics 

NOLA:            MLNH  012336 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         8/20/2018 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:08:53 

 

Pope Francis condemned the Catholic Church's role in covering up child sex abuse by priests in 

his first personal response to a scathing report on misconduct and assault in parishes across 

Pennsylvania. What would change and accountability look like? John Yang talks with Douglas 

Kmiec of Pepperdine School of Law and Kathleen Sprows Cummings of the Cushwa Center of 

American Catholicism. 

 

 

Issue: Youth 

 

YoungSingersProject (60 min) 8/4/18 at 7pm. 

The #YoungSingersProject follows a group of high school choral students, as they compete for a 

spot in The Virginia Chorale, Virginia's only professional chorus. The documentary examines 

the lives of today's youth through the lens of social media - unraveling the unique and emotional 

experiences they face. 

 

Talent has Hunger (90 min) 9/15/18 at 9pm. 

TALENT HAS HUNGER is an inspiring documentary about the power of music to consume, 

enhance and propel lives. Taped over seven years, the film offers a window into the relationship 

between artist and teacher, inviting viewers into master cello instructor Paul Katz's New England 

Conservatory of Music studio as his gifted students come for their lessons. Katz, who works with 

students ranging from a 10-year-old child prodigy to college-aged music majors, uses an array of 

approaches and tools gleaned from his 50 years of teaching and performing to nurture the natural 

talents of his pupils. His goal is to give students full expressive access to the music within 

themselves. The program reveals both the physical dexterity the students need to master 

technical skills, and the expertise Katz needs as a teacher to manage tender young egos, making 

them feel safe,emotionally open and confident enough to walk on stage and play their instrument 

at the highest artistic level. 

 

 

Issue: Aging/Senior Citizens 

 

Growing Bolder (30 min, series) Sundays at 5:30pm. 

GROWING BOLDER targets people who believe, "it's not about age, it's about attitude. "The 

new lifestyle series finds and celebrates the men and women who smash stereotypes, promote 

lifelong learning and act as role models for active lifestyle and healthy aging. The co-hosts, 

veteran journalists Marc Middleton and Bill Shafer, bring a wealth of broadcast experience to 



GROWING BOLDER. In each episode, they introduce inspirational, optimistic and life-

affirming segments about athletes, cancer survivors, musicians, actors, politicians, health experts, 

as well as ordinary people - all of whom share a common goal of growing bolder, not older. 

 

Aging Matters: Aging & the Workplace (30 min) 7/1/18 at 4:30pm. 

It is estimated that 10,000 baby boomers turn 65 every day in the United States-a trend that will 

continue for the next decade. Experts project that by 2020, there will be more Americans over 

the age of 65 than children under the age of five, an unprecedented milestone in the history of 

our country. The aging of America's population will impact every aspect of our lives, including 

our professional careers. AGING MATTERS: AGE & THE WORKPLACE explores what the 

workforce of tomorrow will look like and what employers need to do now to adapt and prepare 

for the future. Hosted by Grammy-winning singer-songwriter Kathy Mattea, the 30-minute 

program shows industries facing labor and knowledge shortages and also profiles seniors who 

are still doing remarkable (and surprising) work. 

 

 

Elder Abuse & Exploitation (30 min) 7/8/18 at 4:30pm. 

There are more than five million elder abuse victims in the United States, affecting an estimated 

one in 10 adults over the age of 60. Elder abuse is defined by the National Center on Elder Abuse 

as a knowing, intended or careless act that causes harm to an older person - physically, mentally, 

emotionally or financially. The documentary ELDER ABUSE & EXPLOITATION examines the 

causes behind geriatric mistreatment, neglect and exploitation. Experts suggest that our 

understanding of elder abuse lags decades behind child abuse and domestic violence. This form 

of maltreatment is often underreported, lacks clear legal definition, and is complicated by ethical 

challenges. The documentary shares several surprising and thought-provoking facts about elderly 

abuse. For example, there are more victims of older adult mistreatment than there are of child 

abuse and domestic violence combined. And while exploitation by scammers and other strangers 

grabs the most headlines, the majority of perpetrators tend to be people close to and trusted by 

the victim. 

 

Before the Fall: Prevention & Recovery (30 min) 7/15 at 4:30pm. 

Each year, one in three people age 65+ experiences a fall serious enough to require medical 

attention. Explore key factors that cause falling and ways to prevent falling or reduce risk. 

Various ways to prevent falling, such as making simple home modifications and improving 

strength and balance, can reap benefits for every older adult. 

 

 

Issue: Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 

 

Do No Harm: The Opioid Epidemic (3 x 60 min) Thursdays at 8pm beginning 7/26/18. 

When members of the medical profession take the Hippocratic oath, they never imagine that the 

drugs they prescribe for pain would kill or destroy the lives of their patients. But that is what is 

happening all across America since the year 1997. According to the CDC over 500,000 lives 

have been lost due to drug overdose since 2000. Did the pharmaceutical companies, who created 

and marketed opioids as "safe, non-addictive treatment for pain", realize they were unleashing a 



modern plague? Or was it a deliberate marketing effort? Do No Harm reveals the truth and what 

we need to do to stop this man-made epidemic. Prevention through education. 

 

Frontline #3613 (60 min) 8/7/18 at 9pm. 

Exposing the white supremacists and Neo-Nazis involved in the 2017 Charlottesville rally. An 

investigation with ProPublica shows how some of those behind the racist violence went 

unpunished and continued to operate around the country. 

 

 

Issue: Science/Technology 

 

Amazing Human Body (3 x 60 min) 9/19/19 at 7, 8, 9pm. 

Explore the internal mechanics of the human body through pioneering graphics and captivating 

scientific case studies. Witness the fascinating and finely tuned systems that keep the body 

motoring and the scientists guessing. 

 

10 Modern Marvels that Changed America (60 min) 7/24/18 at 7pm. 

Take a whirlwind tour of engineering feats that made our civilization possible. See how 

engineers connected our nation with bridges, rail networks and a continent-wide freeway system, 

and delivered water from distant rivers to our kitchen sinks. 

 

10 Towns that Changed America (60 min) 8/7/18 at 7pm. 

Visit influential towns across the country from Greenbelt, Maryland, and Seaside, Florida, to 

Riverside, Illinois, and Levittown, New York,that had a lasting impact on the way our cities and 

suburbs are designed. 

 

Nova #4320 “Treasures of the Earth: Power” (60 min) 7/25/18 at 9pm. 

Drill down to discover how Earth's natural treasures provide bountiful energy to power our 

modern world yet are also driving us to seek new, cleaner alternatives that can help us keep the 

lights on. 

 

 

Issue: American History/Biography 

 

America from the Ground Up (6 x 30 min) Sundays at 1:30pm beginning 8/5/18. 

Filmed on location at more than thirty archaeological and historical sites in twelve U.S. States 

and two Canadian Provinces. America: From The Ground Up! follows archaeological adventurer 

Dr. Monty Dobson as he digs into America's story- From the Ground Up. Join Monty as he 

searches for clues to America's hidden history: from exploring the ruins of America's lost 

civilization to an underwater search for clues to Benedict Arnold's sunken fleet on Lake 

Champlain, to a recreation of Perry's naval victory over the British on Lake Erie with more than 

twenty tall ships, join us for the archaeological adventure of a lifetime! 

 

Great American Read (7 x 60 min) Tuesdays at 7pm beginning September 11. 

Join host Meredith Vieira in the search for America's best-loved novel. The voting is underway, 

and the competition is heating up any book could win. 



 

Toolbox of America (60 min) 8/25/18 at 7pm. 

THE TOOLBOX OF AMERICA explores the innovations that one family brought to 

manufacturing in America, and the transformation of one New England city that emerged during 

the 19th and 20th centuries as the "Hardware Capital of the World." By the early 20th century, 

New Britain, Connecticut had become the nexus of manufacturing in America.Post-WWII, there 

were at least nine large hardware companies based in this industrial city, and according to the 

Hartford Courant, employing at least 15,000 people, and paying $75 million in mostly local 

wages (more than $700 million in today's dollars). Working in tool factories sustained 

generations of New Britain's families - including the Stanleys, a large and prolific group of 

innovators who were cousins, and rivals. Today, Stanley Black & Decker is the one hardware 

company that remains in New Britain - and its history is inextricably intertwined with this small 

Connecticut town whose motto is "Industry fills the hive and enjoys the honey." THE 

TOOLBOX OF AMERICA features interviews with experts, educators, and industry insiders 

who shed light on the impact of the Stanley family on New Britain, a little town settled in 1687 

that grew to be known as "Hardware City." 

 

Native Art Now (60 min) 9/27/18 at 8pm. 

What exactly distinguishes contemporary Native art from other contemporary art? "About 

15,000 years," explains Jennifer Complo McNutt, curator of contemporary art at the Eiteljorg 

Museum of American Indians and Western Art in downtown Indianapolis. The documentary 

NATIVE ART NOW! examines the evolution of Native contemporary art over the last 25 years, 

presenting personal perspectives from internationally acclaimed Native modern artists. 

Installations, paintings, photographs, prints, sculptures, glass and fabric art by indigenous artists 

Rick Bartow, Meryl McMaster, Jim Denomie, Holly Wilson and numerous others from the 

United States and Canada are featured in the program. What exactly distinguishes contemporary 

Native art from other contemporary art? "About 15,000 years," explains Jennifer Complo 

McNutt, curator of contemporary art at the Eiteljorg Museum of American Indians and Western 

Art in downtown Indianapolis. The documentary NATIVE ART NOW! examines the evolution 

of Native contemporary art over the last 25 years, presenting personal perspectives from 

internationally acclaimed Native modern artists. Installations, paintings, photographs, prints, 

sculptures, glass and fabric art by indigenous artists Rick Bartow, Meryl McMaster, Jim 

Denomie, Holly Wilson and numerous others from the United States and Canada are featured in 

the program. 

 

Mayo Clinic: Faith-Hope- Science (120 min) 9/25/18 at 8pm. 

Take a look at how the Mayo Clinic, which is "world renowned for its medical arts," has met the 

changing demands of healthcare for 150 years, and what it can teach us about facing the 

challenges of patient care today. 

 

Journey to the Wilderness (60 min) 9/17/18 at 9pm. 

Acclaimed journalist Frye Gaillard wades into the heritage-vs-hate debate about how we view 

the Confederacy with a first-person memoir. The former reporter for The Charlotte Observer and 

author of over 20 books on the history and culture of the South reflects on his own family's 250-

year history of membership in the Southern aristocracy which included owning hundreds of 

slaves. The film is a parallel journey. Through his letters to and from home it follows the war 



through the eyes of Gaillard's great uncle Franklin, a Confederate officer who fought with Robert 

E. Lee through every major battle from Bull Run to The Wilderness. It simultaneously traces 

Gaillard's life long struggle through his distinguished career to "navigate" his "way into and 

through the tangled web" of his "own conscience and heritage." 

 

 

Issue: World History/Biography 

 

POV #3110 “Nowhere to Hide” (60 min) 8/27/18 at 9pm. 

Follow male nurse Nori Sharif through five years of dramatic change in one of the world's most 

dangerous areas: central Iraq. Here, hopes of a better future after the U.S. retreat in 2011 give 

way to the sudden rise of ISIS. 

 

POV #3109 “Still Tomorrow” (60 min) 8/6/18 at 9pm. 

A village woman without a high school diploma has become China's most famous poet. Meet the 

breakout writer Yu Xihua, a woman with cerebral palsy, poignantly weaving her personal story 

with that of an ascendant, urbanizing China. 

 

Frontline #3614 & #3615 “Our Man in Tehran” (2 x 120) 8/13 & 14 at 8pm. 

A fascinating and revealing view of life inside Iran, with NYTimes correspondent Thomas 

Erdbrink. With humor and curiosity, he shares a rare journey into a private Iran often at odds 

with its conservative clerics and leaders. 

 

 

Issue: Education 

 

Category:        Education 

NOLA:            MLNH  012302 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         7/3/2018 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:08:35 

 

The Trump administration is rescinding an Obama-era policy that called for considering race in 

college admissions. The Departments of Justice and Education announced that they'll advocate 

"race-neutral" admissions instead. Judy Woodruff learns more from Marcia Coyle of The 

National Law Journal and Nick Anderson of The Washington Post. 

 

 

Category:        Education 

NOLA:            MLNH  012307 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         7/10/2018 6:00:00 PM 



Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:08:00 

 

The changing culture around sexual harassment and the #MeToo movement has some states and 

school districts rethinking their sex ed curriculum to include healthy relationships, preventing 

violence and ensuring consent. Special correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week visits a 

Washington, D.C., school that is committed to comprehensive sexuality education. 

 

 

Category:        Education 

NOLA:            MLNH  012317 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         7/24/2018 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:07:21 

 

Though it's an American tradition, not every school takes a long summer break. About 4 percent 

in the U.S. use a "balanced" calendar that operates year-round, sometimes to manage 

overcrowding but also to boost student achievement with more consistent education. Special 

correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week reports on the pros and cons for students, families 

and schools. 

 

 

Issue: Environment/Nature 

 

Earth’s Natural Wonders (3 x 60 min) Wednesdays at 7pm beginning 7/11/18. 

Earth's natural wonders are parts of the natural world that nature has carved on such a scale that 

they defy belief. For human beings, survival within these extraordinary places can pose great 

challenges, yet human ingenuity makes this possible. 

 

Outback (3 x 60 min) Wednesdays at 7pm beginning 8/1/18. 

Over the course of a year, journey with the people and animals of the Kimberley region in North 

West Australia: a vast, rugged and remote wilderness, bursting with character. 

 

Rockies: Kingdoms of the Sky (60 min) 7/11/18 at 8pm. 

Experience the amazing wildlife and remarkable people who inhabit this 3,000-mile mountain 

range, home to cougars, wolverines, wolves and grizzlies. Daredevil wingsuit fliers jump from 

high peaks and Native Americans compete in breakneck horse races. 

 

Wonders of Mexico (3 x 60 min) Wednesdays at 8pm beginning 8/1/18. 

Travel south along Mexico's mountain spine, explore the tropical forests of the Maya, and 

journey across the deserts of northern Mexico to discover its amazing wildlife and culture. 

 



Category:        Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters 

NOLA:            MLNH  012326 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         8/6/2018 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

Format:          News (live news only) 

Segment Length:  00:06:27 

 

High winds, high temperatures, pervasive drought. These extreme conditions are driving two 

enormous fires in California, and many more throughout the American West and much of 

Northern and Western Europe. William Brangham talks with Michael Mann of Pennsylvania 

State University about the ways climate change is contributing to the danger and destruction. 

 


